




Strateos cloud laboratory

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1UgdoP2aeg&t=94








“Automated platforms from different companies or 
research groups all have bespoke instruction sets 
with no obvious semantic link among them or to 
the literature. This broken link has prevented the 
digitization of chemistry”

“Although [text mining] approaches are useful 
for mining literature [...], we need a system that 
could output a machine-readable representation 
of a procedure with sufficient process details 
to unambiguously execute the procedure on 
an automated platform. This
goes beyond simply tagging chemical 
entities found in literature procedures”

Can we just use text mining approaches? Can we just parse directly into robot 
instructions?

(Mehr et. al, 2020)



Can we just parse directly 
into robot instructions?

Can we just use text 
mining approaches? Hardware-agnostic 

representation as scaffold 
for execution



Edges = Relations

Nodes (text spans) = Entities

WLP instance



WLP instance

Complex texts, require expert & 
common-sense knowledge



Aquarium (Keller et. al, 2019)

Process-level representation: 
connected graph tracking 

operation inputs and outputs



Autoprotocol (Lee & Miles, 2018)

Typed operations

References as persistent 
objects rather than text spans



Sentence-level annotations

Missing fine-grained action types

References not persistent beyond 
sentence 

Implicit arguments
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Too complex for span-based 
annotation! 

PEG visualization in AMR using AMRICA (Safra & Lopez, 2015)











http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NqYKMzolQ4








Benefits from underlying WLP 
annotations

Longer-range, often cross 
sentence relations











Add cells to culture 
tubes.

Swirl gently.

Legend: operation reagent location modifier 

1 Mention 
identification

2 Operation 
typing

Add cells to culture 
tubes.

Swirl gently.

transfer-op

mix-op

Add cells to culture 
tubes.

Swirl gently.

3 Argument 
role labeling
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4 Temporal 
ordering

Add cells to culture 
tubes.

Swirl gently.
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Multi-task better on all relation-classification 
tasks, likely due to less cascading errors

Local (intra-sentence) relations easier to predict 
than cross sentence relations



Cross-sentence relations ~ process-level 
information -> key challenge for modelling!

co-reference
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